Abstract
Introduction
With the growing market share and popularity of Android platform, the number of android applications (apps for short) which are available to users has increased dramatically. It is estimated that 44.62% of the world's smartphones run Android as of July 2014(http://www.netmarketshare.com), with over 900,000 applications available on the official Google application store. While users enjoy the rich features of the apps, their sensitive personal data stored in their smart phone, such as phone numbers, short messages (SMS), locations, and other privacy information, may be stolen by malicious apps. Recent studies showed that Android apps frequently are over privileged [1] and may transmit private data to unknown destinations without user consent [2] . To protect users, there is a great need for sound analysis tools that can identify and defend against malicious apps.
To detect malicious behaviors in Android apps. Some literatures [3, 4] focus on solutions to construct effective behavior representations. They mostly use system calls to depict software behaviors because the usage of system API captures the characteristics of the interactions between an app and the Android system. However, system calls do not appear to be a good standard for judging malicious behaviors [5] because it is hard to distinguish the high privileged apps from malicious apps. A rich approaches focus on detecting the sensitive data transmission, i.e., whether personal data leaves the device [6, 7] . However, benign Android apps with maps and social networks normally need to
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Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC collect personal data such as device information, location, contact, Apps of cloud storage even send out personal documents to remote cloud servers. These benign apps and malicious apps that steal user data often exhibit the same behavior, namely transmitting private data to outsider. Therefore, what constitutes a privacy leakage by mobile applications is a subject that needs reconsideration [8] . In Yang, et al., work [8] , they determine that whether sensitive data transmission is a privacy leakage or not actually depends on whether the transmission is user intended or not. Zhang, et al., work [5] selectively inserts instrumentation code into the app to keep track of private information and detect leakage at runtime. The users can get a notification when some suspicious behaviors occur and make a proper decision (allow or deny this transmission request). The two above schemes leverage the dynamic analysis to help to make a judgment. However when user authentications are required in dynamic executions, the analysis is hard to continue.
In this paper, we propose a static analysis system to provide a human analyst with the execution conditions while a sensitive data transmission occurs. Our approach, first extract a asynchronously executing events sequence graph that directly handles intercomponent control and data flows, it can be used to archive higher accuracy and efficient taint analysis when the data propagation path asynchronously cross the boundaries of multiply components. After a static taint analysis of the private data transmission, the system conducts a symbolic execution to obtain the path conditions of sensitive data propagation path. The path conditions are always composed of: a) Data inputs which contain data inputs from outside; b) Event inputs that trigger the sensitive data transmission. Finally, the presented critical information (data and events input) will make the analyst easier in determining if the sensitive data transmission is really a privacy leakage.
Related Works
Static Taint Analysis [9] focuses on identifying the possible privacy leakage path with the help of reachability analysis and program slicing. On the other side, Dynamic Taint Tracking techniques [7] track the sensitive data at runtime by instrumenting profiling code to the original app code. They report leakage only if such dangerous propagation happens to occur in the execution. However, these approaches commonly only detect sensitive data transmission, while cannot consider if the data transmission is user intended or not.
AppIntent [8] seems to be the first to systematically study a method to separate user-intended Android data transmission from unintended ones. For each data transmission, AppIntent can efficiently provide a sequence of GUI manipulations corresponding to the sequence of events that lead to the data transmission, thus helping an analyst to determine if the data transmission is user intended or not. Symbolic execution is an effective technique to extract feasible inputs that can trigger special behaviors of a program such as particular transmission of sensitive data.
Chen et al. proposed Pegasus [10] , which focuses on detecting malicious app behaviors that are inconsistent with the GUI events. Pegasus detects malicious behaviors that can be characterized by the temporal order in which an application uses APIs and permissions. Nevertheless, privacy leakages cannot be modeled as app usage of permissions or APIs, thus many privacy leakages cannot be detected by such approach.
VetDroid [5] enhances Dynamic Taint Tracking by generating specifications for sensitive operations. However, the specification mainly focuses on the application logic but does not pay attention to the trigger condition of each operation.
Design
An automated detecting sensitive data transmission for Android apps is an extreme complex mission. Instead, our system is designed to be an automated tool that finds the suspicious privacy leakage execution paths. From these execution paths, the path conditions including data inputs and events can be extracted. These critical information will facilitate the analyst understand how the malicious behavior is triggered and determine whether it is really a privacy leakage.
Our Goals. We have the following three goals:  Produce the execution paths with good code coverage over most of suspicious malicious behaviors in the android apps. We need to thoroughly traverse diverse paths that may lead to a sensitive data leakage.  Extract the path conditions that lead to sensitive data transmission. The path conditions are always composed of: a) Data inputs which contain data inputs from outside; b) Event inputs that trigger the sensitive data transmission.  Provide an automated tool to represent what circumstance the sensitive data transmission happens. This helps the human analyst to judge whether the execution is a malicious behavior.
Figure 1. The Analysis Architecture
Overall Design. Figure 1 depicts the overall architecture of our scheme, which analyzes a target app in five steps:
 Apk decode. The first step is to convert an app's Dalvik bytecode to an intermediate representation (IR) amiable to static analysis. We do it with the Soot framework [11] and Dexpler [12] . An Android app does not have a main method, rather, components (activity, service, receiver, etc.,) are invoked through the various callback methods (including lifecycle methods). The definitions of components that be contained in manifest.xml and resources (layout of activities) are staring point of our analysis.  Preprocess. Based on the meta-data of components and the IR, we as complete as possible to find all components and related callback functions. In addition, we also need to extract the event sequences among different components, which called component events graph.  Static taint analysis. Static taint analysis labels (taints) data from privacy-sensitive sources and transitively applies labels as sensitive data propagates through program variables, files, and intercrosses messages. When tainted data leave the system (sinks), the subsystem records the sensitive data flow (the source, sink and 
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Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC the path of propagation). We continue to extract the concrete execution paths which cover all connections of sources and sinks.  Extract the conditions of execution path. Travel every executional path from the entry points to the sink point, an analyst can obtain the executional path conditions, where the data inputs (from outside) and the event inputs can be extracted.  Privacy Leakage Judgment. Based on the global control graph and critical inputs, it can effectively visualize the inputs data and the UI events of the transmission so that the analyst can intuitively judge whether the transmission is privacy leakage or not.
Implementation
We implement the prototype based on the Java bytecode optimization framework Soot [11] , which provides important prerequisites for a precise static dataflow analysis, in particular the intermediate representation "Jimple" and the accurate call-graph. A plugin of Soot called Dexpler [12] is used to convert Dalvik bytecode into Jimple code.
Pre-processing
1. Multiple entry points. Android applications do not have a main method, it is composed of one or more components which work together to fulfill the functionality. We need to tell Soot what the entry points to the app are for a whole-program analysis. When constructing a call graph for dataflow analysis, we use the "custom entry points" feature of Soot and construct a custom dummy main method emulating the Android app's lifecycle as that of Arzt, et al., work [6] .
There are four different kinds of components for an android application can be defined: an activity is a single, focused thing that the user can do, services perform background tasks, content providers define a database-like storage, and broadcast receivers listen for global events. Most of components are registered via the AndroidManifest.xml file, however a malware may prefer to register and unregister a receiver at runtime. In our approach, we first collect components and callbacks that are defined in AndroidManifest.xml and layout XML files. We assume that all components inside an application can run in an arbitrary sequential order and put all collected callbacks into the dummy main method. According to this temporarily formed main method, we leverage soot to explore the IR code to look for dynamically registering of broadcast receivers. The found new components and callbacks function will be added into above dummy main method.
2. Asynchronously executing events sequence However, a challenge for the application-wide dataflow analysis is that the sensitive dataflow maybe go through multiple asynchronous events belonging to different components. Our dummy main method constructed in above step simply assumes that all components can run in an arbitrary sequential order, this makes the subsequent dataflow analysis cost huge computational overheads because of searching a large number of invalid paths. Consider the case seen in Figure 2 . It describes three asynchronous events sequence graph (for simplicity we omit essential events such as OnStart () 
Figure 2. A simple Android Components and Events Sequence
A sensitive data propagation path can't cross an events sequence. Therefore, it's necessary to construct the sequence graphs of components' event to achieve higher efficiency and accuracy of static analysis. The process of construction sequence graph is presented in Algorithm 1. 
Static Taint Analysis

Sources and Sinks
A source is a system call which reads data from a shared resource (e.g., the address book, the current location), the data from a source is often sensitive. A sink means a method which writes data to outside, the data which flows into a sink leaves the current environment [6] . Our data leakage flow analysis heavily depends on the given set of sources and sinks, we use SuSi [13] , a fully automated machine-learning approach for identifying sources and sinks. After running SuSi on the current Android source code, the sources and sinks will be written into resulting text files. Categories include amongst Account, SMS, Contact, File, Location, et al.
2. Find the propagation paths from sources to sinks After finding all sources and sinks in the IR code of an Android app, we start a backward taint analysis from every sink to certain the propagated path of the tainted values. Listing 1 shows a sample where the call sites of sources and sink are belong to a same entry point (a event). Line 14 is a sink call site, with the backward analysis the following variables and methods are sequentially marked as tainted: msg→strFlg→info→ getInfo()→imei. We can find that imei is the output of the source Tel.getDeviceId(). Listing 2 shows a sample where the call sites of source and sink are belong to different entry points (even different components). Note that "android:onClick="sendMessage"" is defined in "layout/activity buttonTest.xml". According to the sink at line 12, the variable ButtonTest.imei is labeled as tainted. Although the source call can't be found in the control path of the onClick() event, we get the ButtonTest :: onCreate() as the previous event based on the sequence graphs build in 4.1 sms.sendTextMessage("+49", null, imei, null, null); 13: } 14:} 3. Construction of critical execution paths After finding the connection between sources and sink, we also have got the most important sensitive data propagation path. The critical execution path can be extracted by backward traveling the call graph (produced by soot). The paths between entry points and the sources will be found. Figure 3 illustrates the detail of extracting critical path that is covered the source and sink. 
Extract the Conditions of Execution Paths
One method of systematically generating input data (test cases) for programs is symbolic execution. However applying Symbolic Pathfinder (SPF, a symbolic execution tool) [14] to generate input data for Android apps is challenged by the fact that Android apps run on Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM) instead of JVM. In addition, Android apps are event driven and susceptible to path-divergence due to their reliance on an application development framework. In order to do so, we first need to generate the Java byte-code of the app that can be executed on JVM. It can be well done by soot. In addition, a typical app is composed of multiple components (i.e., Activities and Services) that communicate using Androids Intent messages. These components' events can be extracted as a set of disconnected sub-call graphs that collectively represent the apps logic. To extract the conditions of execution paths, we use the critical call graph constructed in section 4.2 as a guideline to run symbolic execution as follows.
 Select a critical execution path (CEP) from the critical call graph that contains a single source-sink connection;  Run symbolic execution with the guideline of CEP, output the input data (test cases) and the UI events input. Using Figure 3 as an example, guided by the critical call graph, the symbolic execution explores a much smaller space to test the path from source2 to sink2. By using the choco data constraint solver [15] , we generate corresponding data inputs according to the data constraints calculated in the symbolic execution. The events inputs also can printed during the symbolic execution.
Effectiveness
We extensively experimented with our system for sensitive data leakage analyses using a set of apps: 100 popular apps from Google Play. Our experiments are conducted on a machine with 2×2.26 GHz Quad-Core Xeon and 128GB of RAM. We excluded the Official Android libraries and other popular third-party libraries since they are huge in size and cause a long time execution. Figure 4 presents the time taken by our system to construct whole analysis for the 100 apps. Our system successfully parse and execution for 87 apps. Executions with the result of the experiment, we notice that the top free apps still have user unintended leakages. The leakage of device information, phone number and location are found in some apps as shown in Table 1 , the number represents the found cases' count. 
Case Study
Here we use an android malware sample iBanking [16] to illusion how our system detects the privacy leakage. First, our system construct the whole components' relative graph by parsing the AndroidManifest.xml, layout.xml and the jimple code of these Figure 6 show the main components and their relationship. Base on the callback analysis of component, we can easy construct the dummy main function which is set as enter point in the soot analysis framework. In the next analysis, our system scans whole jimple code of the apk and finds 91 sources and 125 sinks. Then a backward taint analysis is started from every sink point, eventually 27 suspected privacy leak paths are found. After the symbolic execution, we extract the path conditions and the related events of all suspicious paths, and it can be judged that these paths almost are the malicious behavior execution paths. Here we choose a path, described in Figure 7 , for explanation. The path condition is "none", the related events is the receiver "com.soft360.iService.Alarm: void on Receive (Context, Intent)". Then we can tell that the path is a high risk suspected path since it is executed in interval auto automatically, the "automatically" means that the users may not be aware of this.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel approach that finds privacy leakage of Android app. We implement a prototype system based on the soot framework. We evaluate a malware sample as cast study and experiments show that our system is capable of detecting the
